10. When BiTE antibodies were first envisioned, it was thought to be better to link together two Fab fragments, one recognizing CD3 and the other the tumor antigen.
i) The Fab-based BiTE antibodies are generally more stable than the F V based ones. Why?
ii) The origin of the anti-CD3 and anti-tumor antigen antibodies that were used to generate the BiTE-Fab and BiTE-Fv molecules were murine (mouse) hybridomas. Both the bi-specific Fab and Fv molecules, caused some patients to develop antibodies against these proteins. How could you modify the protein to reduce this side-effect? i) Additional stability would be provided by the interaction between the constant domains on the light and heavy (CH1) chains. ii) First attempts were to make chimeric antibodies, where the mouse Vdomains were fused (using recombinant DNA) to human constant regions. Later, just the hypervariable regions from the mouse antibody were "transplanted" into the human V-domains. Most recently, there are ways to generate human hybridomas, which avoid the problem entirely.
